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Pascale Théorêt-Groulx
An Unsettling Vision of the Body
by Raymond Aubin
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Pascale Théorêt-Groulx, Manifestations réciproques, 2012, video still, 8-channel video installation, 20:41. All images courtesy the artist.

IN FOCUS

How can a natural and unconscious gesture, such as breathing, become awkward when asked to be performed consciously?
With her video installations, artist Pascale Théorêt-Groulx invites
the viewer to this interstice between the mind and the body.
Théorêt-Groulx is a young video artist currently completing
the MAA (Masters in Applied Arts) at the Emily Carr University of
Art and Design. Before moving to Vancouver, she studied cinema,
bande dessinée, and visual arts in Gatineau, near Ottawa. All three
of these disciplines have a bearing on her current work, which
centres on the acts of performing and narrating. Two recent installations can be singled out as representative of her insights.
Reciprocal Manifestations, 2012, was shown at the Shenkman Arts
Centre in Ottawa under the auspices of the Ottawa School of Art in
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2012. The installation consists in eight LCD screens positioned in a
circle and separated by a loudspeaker. The screens are fairly large
(80 cm in diagonal) and positioned on stands at eye level. The loudspeakers rest on the floor. The circle measures four metres across.
Lighting in the room is subdued. The set-up presents an obvious
invitation to the viewer to move into the centre of the circle.
Each screen displays a medium shot of a person, of a character,
in fact. There are women as well as men, young people as well as
older ones. Only their heads and shoulders are shown, without
any visible clothes. They are like classical busts, looking straight
at the viewer. The protagonists go through breathing cycles. They
breathe in silently, but they breathe out while emitting a humming sound. The voices are not tightly synchronized and the
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tones as well as the harmonics vary, the films loop after twenty
minutes. The result sounds like the score of an eerie choir.
The viewer goes through an immersive sound experience while
being enticed to look around at individual performers. There is
a dichotomy, not necessarily a clash, between what is heard and
what is seen at any point in time, as if each character was bearing the voice of all the other ones. The viewer is invited to give a
fresh look at the action of breathing. How does this natural, inherent act become so seemingly uncomfortable when placed under
our scrutiny? A shift operates. At first, the viewer may think that he
or she is in full control by virtue of his position at the centre of this
panopticon, soon to realize that he may be the one being observed
and that his own breathing could be the one seemingly abnormal.
Another video installation titled “efficiency, precision and dignity” *,
2013, further explores physical awkwardness by emphasizing the directives given to the participants. Théorêt-Groulx produced it as part of
a residency at the Banff Centre in 2013, and showed it at the IE Gallery
at Emily Carr. Two large LCD screens (125 cm in diagonal) are placed
side-by-side at eye level on the gallery wall. The room is otherwise
dark except for a circle of light coming from the middle of the ceiling.
Each screen shows different individuals performing movements
dictated by an off screen voice. The images are framed as medium long
shots, the complete bodies being visible against a black background.
Each film cycles through the same set of instructions. However, both
montages differ, showing the characters at the various stages of the
sequence. There are twelve participants in all, both males and females
with no particularly distinguishing features. Each film lasts for nearly
10 minutes and loops back to the beginning once the film has ended.
The set of activities demanded from the participants is presented
by the instructor as a “training exercise.” His voice is monotonic,
professionally cold. There is no indication concerning why the
subjects should be following his commands. His directives pertain
to body movements in response to imaginary events. These events
are all absurd, like a parrot looking for a branch to perch on. Some
orders can be quite involved and complex, for example: “Bring your
hand towards your face. Form a triangle between your bent right
arm and the side of your neck and face. Make sure that your hand
forms a straight line with your lower arm and that your middle finger
touches the outside of your right eyebrow. Look straight ahead.”
The participants clearly feel awkward. Yet they remain concentrated on their kinesthesia. Even though the instructions are very
clear, the responses vary largely from one individual to the other.
The viewer observes, as though behind a one-way mirror, the participants enduring the experiment. Naturally, one gets immersed in the action, the viewer begins to follow the instructions as well. Essentially an
empathetic transfer occurs, we become another of the test’s subjects.
Théorêt-Groulx reveals the artifice and the ungainliness behind art modelling and acting in general. A model poses, the
word itself carrying connotations of affectation and personification. Classical poses are often unnatural to the extent that
models cannot hold them for very long. The work of ThéorêtGroulx speaks of the body and this display of control.
Directives play a central role. The instructions given to the
participants are implicit in Reciprocal Manifestations and at the
forefront in “efficiency, precision and dignity”*. The latter evokes
the Milgram experiment, first ran in the 1960s. The goal of this
experiment was to measure the willingness of individuals to follow instructions given by a figure of authority even when this led
to inappropriate behaviour. In “efficiency, precision and dignity”*,
all characters take ridiculous poses, perform absurd actions—in
fact, lose all dignity—in response to a authoritative voice.
Reciprocal Manifestations works primarily at the emotional
level while “efficiency, precision and dignity”* is more intellectual. Both create an awareness that natural and unconscious
gestures can become extraordinarily clumsy and even embarrassing when performed consciously. One realizes how much

un-learning and re-learning models, and especially actors,
have to go through in order to appear natural and efficient.
Théorêt-Groulx’s proposals resonate with the present day regard for the body, modern mankind essentially having little to do
with the concept of housing a soul. All this leaves us with
is the body, the physical part of oneself. More than ever one
seeks to control and improve upon it, yet this too seems elusive.
Reciprocal Manifestations and “efficiency, precision and dignity”*
pull the viewer into this conversation. Other projects by ThéorêtGroulx include studies of gestures such as singing, walking, sitting,
and eating. All probe the frontier between the mind and the body,
the conscious and the unconscious, and the self and the other.
Raymond Aubin is an artist in contemporary photography. In recent
years, he has presented several solo and group shows in the Ottawa
and the Montréal areas. He also acts as a critic, an instructor, a curator, and an administrator in the arts. He holds a B. A. in Visual Arts.
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Top: “efficiency, precision and dignity” *, 2013, video still, 2-channel video installation, 9:40.
Above: The Rationale of Walking, (grid iteration), 2013, video still , 10:38.
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Is the Museum
a Battle Field?
by Victor Wang
A portion of the public sphere comes into being in every conversation
in which private individuals assemble to form a public body1

The 13th Istanbul Biennale opened just after the development of the
Gezi Resistance, which started out on May 28th as a small protest of
people rallying against the demolition of Gezi Park (a public park
and only green space near Taksim Square). The biennale’s premise
of “public domain as a political forum” in the form of “an exhibition
in a dialogue with the city”—could not have been a more relevant
and timely issue.2 his gave the Biennale a unique chance (financially,
spatially, and politically) to respond to the urban transformation and
developing political atmosphere pertinent to Istanbul at the moment.
How does a conservative presentation identify or respond to the
collective efforts of a diverse group of citizens? Specifically one that
prevented the illegal construction of a faux-Ottoman-style commercial
development by the municipality; or participated in the large-scale
uprising that ensued throughout Turkey shortly after? Further, how
does the “global” art-perspective brought by the biennale’s curators
dilute or undermine local political narratives by creating a comparative leveling of content and purpose, safeguarded by the dormant
display structures recycled in the Arter or the Galata Greek Primary
School. With a curatorial interest in the public sphere, curator Fulya
Erdemci chose to not engage with urban spaces as the spatial component of the democratic apparatus.3 With a seemingly interesting
concept of public sphere as political forum as proposed by Jürgen

İnci Eviner, Co-action Device: A Study, 2013, installation and performative live research. Courtesy the artist and Gallery NEV, Istanbul. Photo: Servet Dilber.

IN FOCUS
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Habermas, the cancelation of all (planned) programs in public space
as a way of “not doing in order to tell more” seems to be a preemptive antidote.4 To retreat back into the safety of the gallery walls is
perhaps (unfortunately) the first correspondence to the title of the
exhibition—“Mom, am I barbarian?” The title (taken from Lale Müldür’s book of the same name) is bundled in irony by the withdrawal
into a structure that historically alienated and “educated” the citizen
through dogmatism—an effort made painstakingly clear by the choice
of such venues as the Greek school. It would seem that such referential
devices existed throughout many of the biennale’s venues, for example
outside of Antrepo (a traditional Istanbul Biennale venue) one can
find Ayse Erkmen’s work bangbangbang, 2013, a large green plastic
ball (which resembles a demolition wrecking ball) symbolically colliding into the façade of the venue, doubling as a commentary on the
urban transformation occurring throughout the city. The irony is that
Antrepo has been sold to developers who plan to turn it into a hotel.
Jurgen Habermas himself states in his text “The Public Sphere: An
Encyclopedia Article,” 1964, that “By ‘the public sphere’ we mean first
of all a realm of our social life in which something approaching public
opinion can be formed.”5 With 88 artists from around the world—15
of them Turkish, with others from Latin America, the Middle East,
Europe, Asia and North Africa—it would appear that the diminished
pertinence of the local voice is also reflected in the number of artists
from Turkey participating.6 Perhaps the term “barbarian” is being
used with two connotations: one originating from the Greek word
“barbaros,” which refers to those who cannot speak the language
properly, the other reflecting the idea of an “absolute other,” an absolute othering that perhaps encompasses the local citizen, entering a
space laden with art-tourist, but also the distancing of the biennale
(linguistically and spatially) from the democratic public space.
In an attempt to educate the “barbarian” into a modern citizen, one
of the biennale’s exhibition spaces is the Galata Greek Primary School.
Like an assemblage of educational models all putting forward their
own methodology, the classrooms provide a safe environment for the
student to formulate a position separated from the real world outside.
If we put aside the Gezi Resistance, and approach the Greek School as
just that, an exhibition in the context of a school, then what materializes is a surprisingly thought provoking composite of curriculum as
artworks. For example, the juxtaposition of Inci Eviner’s project
Co-action Device: A Study, 2013, situated in the school’s gymnasium. The dynamism and the active engagement of the work
lends itself to the intended function of the gym as an institutional space for physical education, where participants (some
students from different disciplines) are constantly changing roles exploring a type of performative research.
Moving from the first floor to the second the viewer is confronted
by Wang Qingsong’s three large prints: Follow Me, 2003, Follow
Him, 2010, and Follow You, 2013. Formally the structure and staging of the content seems to nod towards the Vancouver School of
Photo-Conceptualism (Jeff Wall, Rodney Graham, Ian Wallace), yet
constructed with specific Chinese cultural reference to educational
reform and economic development. Follow Me takes its title from the
popular English-language-teaching program introduced by China State
Television (CCTV) in 1982, where many Chinese citizens learned about
the construct of a Western lifestyle.7 Other works that resonate with
the use of language and educational guidance is Basim Magdy’s 13
Essential Rules for Understanding the World, 2011, and Nathan Coley’s
We Must Cultivate our Garden, 2006. A five minute Super 8 film transfer,
Magdy’s work puts forward a set of rules to approach the world by
including rule number seven, which states “never try to make a point,”
since “no one will ever care” rule number eight, “never use logic,”
because “abstract behavior is the way of this world.” Coley’s text, also
provides a lesson into self-assessment and placement in the world,
where we’re asked to consider a greater awareness and responsibility.
No curriculum would be complete without some anthropology,
and for this we have Jean Rouch’s ethno-fiction film The Mad Masters,

1955. Just as early ethnographers searched for the primitive of man,
Rouch searches for a form of truth that only film can provide, a type
of cinema verité, a discernable lens that tries to cut through mysticism that practiced by the Hauka of Africa. In this documentation of
a possession ceremony performed by members of the Hauka sect
in Accra, Ghana, the narrator’s tone and interpretation provides a
displacement of the reality caught on film. Thus an ideal example of
the indefinable separation that divides ethnographic reading of ritual
and myth from that of a local experience and interpretation. Although
many of the works mentioned above contain an emblematic expression, there are also several works that question the presentation of
information to those who wish to access it. Mahir Yavuz and Orkan
Telhan’s collaborative practice is centered around the use and expression of cultural data, and its implications on the built environment. Like
a class in urbanization Road of Cones: The Eviction of Social Memory,
2013, utilizes multiple modes of statistical data from religious leaders,
politicians and investors to construct an artwork of information. The
work compiles and conveys a story of the redistribution of wealth and
the displacement of ethnic communities, in an attempt to provide a
multitude of perspectives on the transformation of modern Turkey.
Echoing this project is Serkan Taycan’s Between Two Seas, 2013, an
artistic investigation into the “Kanal Istanbul” (an artificial sea-level
waterway project) one of the many large-scale transformations in the
city. The developers of the canal project have implemented a top down
approach (not considering the local perspective); Taycan attempts to
understand the implications of such a development by walking the
full length of the canal, a four-day 69km journey, while photographing each kilometer of his progress. Reconnecting with the ground
first, Taycan puts forward an artistic exploration of urban impact
considering the typology of a place first through primary exploration.
Caught between a rock and a hard place, the 13th Istanbul Biennale faced criticism regardless of any decision made. On the one hand
a withdrawal from urban space would have been the easiest option,
yet the biennale may have missed a favourable opportunity offered
by Istanbul’s political atmosphere to reinvent itself radically. On the
other hand if the biennale took to the public sphere and adopted the
Gezi Resistance’s environment, the biennale may have been accused of
capitalizing on the protests and potentially aligning all artists and individuals in the biennale with the views of the resistance. The complexity
of the situation may say more about the biennale as a structure and
its incapacity to maneuver then it does about the artworks situated in
it. Like Santiago Sierra’s Conceptual Monument, 2012, perhaps that’s
all biennales are: large conceptual structures that can only function
within the global art market, serving a global audience over a local one.
In a atmosphere where public resistance is silently reading a book in
the park,8 or standing still for long periods of time (an act of resistance
initiated by one man that quickly escalated to hundreds of people
standing),9 it would seem that the concept of a public sphere as a
political forum that Jürgen Habermas spoke of comes from a bottom up
approach, starting with a visible public. In a time where the public itself
has already been actively seeking forms of creative political expression as a form of political resistance, the contributions of the biennale
to the socio-political situation in Turkey ultimately rings hollow.
“Mom, Am I Barbarian? The13th Istanbul Biennial” was exhibited at
various venues in Istanbul, Turkey, from September 14 to
November 20, 2013.
Victor Wang is an exhibition maker and curator based in London. In 2009 he co-founded the curatorial project Here Is Now, and
in 2010 he founded the cultural platform Make Art History, and in
2012 he was an assistant curator for the Vancouver pavilion for the
Shanghai Biennale. Victor is also an MA Candidate in the Curating
Contemporary Art program at the Royal College of Art, London.
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Ayşe Erkmen, bangbangbang, 2013, a crane and a buoy, crane approximately 20 m, buoy diameter 85 cm. Courtesy Galerie Barbara Weiss, Berlin, and Galeri Manâ, Istanbul. Photo: Servet Dilber.

Nathan Coley, We Must Cultivate Our Garden, 2006, scaffolding and illuminated text, 45 x 900 cm. Courtesy the artist. Photo: Servet Dilber.
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Notes with
a Broken Camera, No. 2

COLUMN

From what was, to what is,
to what isn’t, or never was, yet again …
On being a model for
Karen Asher, in five takes
by J.J. Kegan McFadden

takE onE
Though Karen and I have been teasing one another about her taking
my portrait for over a year now, it wasn’t until this column came to
fruition that I decided to play the heavy and make it happen. Things
are awkward with Karen. This is no surprise. We meet one afternoon
in December at her apartment. The exchange of pleasantries leads
to a dialogue where she asks if I would like anything to drink, even
though her house is dry. She says she’d been chatting with Diana
Thorneycroft about what to serve me. Di knows I prefer scotch, or
wine, but I guess Karen didn’t pick up on the hints. So I step out to the
liquor mart down the street from her apartment to get a bottle of wine.
Already she is worried about how this photo shoot is going to go.
Karen is the best person to worry with. She’s always worrying
about something anyway, so what’s one more at the table? I’m not
the sort to reassure people; to tell them, “It’ll be alright. Things will
turn out. It’ll get better.” That’s not my style. So when Karen, following her debut exhibition in 2010, found herself unable to work
due to an undiagnosed medical condition, I didn’t coddle her. In
fact, I reminded her that most galleries these days are planning
further and further in advance, so she better get her applications
out there if she wanted to live to see another show.1 Heartless is
a colour I can really pull off; and Karen knows that all too well.
Following initial success with her show, “No Cause for Concern,”2
and the subsequent time of working at a much slower pace, Karen
has embarked on a new series. Discussing this new direction, she
reminds me the work that makes up “No Cause for Concern” has a
thematic ambivalence to it, cobbling together images from the street,
of strangers but also intimate portraits of friends. In this new work
she is determined to distort the subject. She wants to highlight aspects of what she can find that might not be readily accessible to the
average public, and to do so as a metaphor for illness. Upon returning to her place, wine in tow, she confesses to me that she wants to
take a photo where people’s reaction is, “That’s Kegan!?” I’m game.
Karen and I have known one another for a handful of years now. Not
particularly close, I believe we carry a mutual admiration for what the
other does. I have conducted several studio visits with her, in part to
do with a much larger project where I am tracing an aesthetic lineage
of contemporary photo production in Winnipeg, through which I
conclude work by the likes of Karen, among others, is the definitive
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model. This is the first time I am posing for her, however. She has
three cats: Pico, Tallulah, and Frankie. Frankie is her darling, and she
hates Tallulah. Her apartment, that she shares with her partner, Kevin,
is rife with artwork from various artists she has known for a long
time. Her balcony faces Osborne Village, and I am briefly (and easily)
coaxed out, despite the cold temperatures.3 Karen snaps a number
of images of me through the glass—I am on the balcony, looking in.
In the end, she decides we did not capture what she was looking for
and so we plan another shoot for a week later, this time at my house.
takE two
Sitting for Karen, I am reminded of other writers-turnedmodel, in particular James Lord,4 though he might just as well
constitute a model-turned-writer. In his book, Plausible Portraits
of James Lord: with commentary by the model, 2003, the writer/
model describes his first hand encounters with heavyweights
of the 20th Century, such as Picasso, Freud, Cocteau, Giacometti,
and Cartier-Bresson among many others. He spent more than 50
years gathering the material that would allow for his commentary. Each of the 24 chapters in Plausible Portraits is dedicated to
a single artist and is accompanied by one or two of the portraits
they made of the author. In his introduction, Lord declares that a
portrait is “unrelated to the photograph,” which “[sic] has nothing
to do with the concept of art.”5 It’s a funny read—more introspective than gossipy for my liking. Karen, at times, can seem more
gossipy than introspective, but I know the opposite, also, to be
true. I know her to have profound insight, and that what I might
misinterpret as gossipy chatter might, in fact, be the stuff of social
anxiety. I suppose this text is my attempt to meld the two—gossip and introspection—together as I admire the weight each
brings to bear when considering something like portrait making.
Writing at the age of 80, a mere handful of years before his death,
Lord was certainly filled with the reality of his own mortality: “The
model, to be sure, is no less important to the portrait than the
artist, for it is he, or she, who provides to talent or to genius the
opportunity to pursue a quest for the self by contributing to life’s
adventures a likeness destined—also!—to die. To surrender one’s
appearance to the transubstantiation of the creative act is, indeed,
to take a step toward death by adding to the litter of civilization an
object which presumes to better it by outliving mere history.”6
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takE thrEE
As a precocious teenager, I sought alternate realities in cheap wine
coolers and what I thought was fringe cinema.7 Around 50 minutes
into The Doors, 1991,8 following the reprise of their legendary 1967
Ed Sullivan Show performance, there is a scene that has stuck with me
for over 15 years. It is the height of The Doors success and popular
approval, and Val Kilmer is playing Jim Morrison in a photo shoot for
something like Rolling Stone Magazine; Mimi Rogers9 plays the photographer. Kilmer is Morrison, clad in the uniform black leather pants,
black velvet shirt, and silver belt-cum-necklace, his loose tendrils are a
mess of desire, and he wields a bottle of, what else, Jack Daniels in front
of a staged backdrop. Morrison is twenty-four, lost, perennially searching, beautiful. As Rogers snaps her camera aimed at Kilmer, she says:
“Come on. I know you love to look at yourself. The camera is whatever
you want it to be, Jim—a woman you want to seduce; a man you want
to kill.” He vamps for the camera, all swagger, shoulders, arms, hips. He
takes his shirt off and for a moment appears in a long red silk jacket
embellished with embroidered dragons of gold thread, and then a
waist-length fur coat. Very mod. He catches himself in the mirror.
Rogers directs Kilmer, “Look at yourself. Fall in love with yourself.” His
red and white glass bead necklace mingles with chest hair. “People Are
Strange” plays in the background. This scene leads into another epitomizer of the zeitgeist—Andy Warhol’s Factory, with Crispin Glover as
the man himself, describing the infamous 1965 Philadelphia ICA show
where throngs of fans flooded the gallery, forcing the staff to remove
his paintings from the walls, and (legend has it) cut a hole in the ceiling
through which Warhol and Edie Sedgwick were able to escape, having
sought refuge up a dead-end stairwell. The scene ends with Glover
handing Kilmer a telephone through which he could “talk to God.”
Of his portrait done by Lucien Freud, Lord wrote, “… it is fine, I think,
not because it is a faithful image but precisely because it is not.”10 In an
underexplored trope, Lord quotes the artist for whom he is modeling, and delivers these words attributed to Freud, “The task of the
artist is to make the human being uncomfortable.”11 In a twist of this
sentiment, we can understand Warhol was supremely uncomfortable
from the attention at his debut museum exhibit, enough so to alter the
architecture. Karen would be attempting to test my comfort level, too.
Last year I bought The Collected Poems of Frank O’Hara, 1971.
Though known as a poet and curator, O’Hara was also a model for many
artists whom he championed, including Alice Neel and Larry Rivers. In
his poem, “Larry,” O’Hara infers the reading by the painter of the poet’s
reflections on sitting, on being his model, he writes: “… you took/ my
letters from your drawers and said/ ‘You were careful to me.’ Some
look.” O’Hara concludes the poem, “So we’re great friends constant and
true/ to not being sure of your being sure/ of my being sure of your
being sure of you.”12 That is, I think, what any model has to see in the
artist to whom they offer themselves—assuredness. All the more so
when we realize O’Hara and Rivers were extremely close; friends, even
romantically entwined at some point. There was an entire exhibition
that recognizes O’Hara’s importance as a curator and champion of art
of the mid-century, which included many portraits of the man himself.13 I wonder if O’Hara ever had the same epiphany as Lord, when the
model realized: “When the model, if a man, looks at his portrait, he sees
a man, and if he is a man who loves men (as I am), then the countenance gazing back at him may easily resemble the love of his life.”14
Just this past month I watched the documentary, Beautiful
Darling: The Life and Times of Candy Darling, Andy Warhol Superstar, 2010, 15 where, for a moment, a poster is flashed on the
screen and it is for the (posthumous) exhibition, “Photographs of
Candy Darling.”16 Of course Candy was a superstar and deserved
all the attention she received, and more. Though I have sat for
more than one artist, on more than one occasion, I do not believe a similar exhibition will be taking place anytime soon.17
takE FoUr
Growing up I heard “you have your dad’s _____” or “your mom’s _____”
… but where have these genetically distinguishable features gone?
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Where are they now? Lost in what I have become? Maybe the problem
is this is not a portrait. This is a photograph. I’ve been approaching this
all wrong, too in my head, too much thinking about me; about myself;
my face. I have become diluted through what Lord describes when,
in writing about Cartier-Bresson, he states, “A man’s home is made in
the image of his temperament.”18 If so, here is the stuff of my dilution
into my own temperament: various vintage finds, including the bed
itself (teak, ca. 1970s), the recently acquired old red wool blanket (not
Hudson’s Bay, but the more affordable Early’s Witney Point blanket,
still made in England), artwork from friends and acquaintances, gifted
/ traded / purchased all clustered to the right of the bed,19 the secondhand afghan on which my dog Oliver20 sleeps, the James Lord book
from where I have gleaned so much inspiration for this text rests in
the nightstand on my side of the bed. Beyond the bed and through the
window there, erect, stands a one hundred year old Elm tree. Its sturdy
trunk and wayward branches can be made out, and are reminiscent of
so many sketches by L.L. Fitzgerald.21 In the summer months the trees
along the street where I live provide an ample canopy of shade from
the sun, though the residents of Winnipeg fear the worst and curse
poor city planning at the turn of the 20th century when diversity of
flora was not considered, and thus we are left with a reality of diseased
and rotting trees that will likely all come down at once, leaving our
homes exposed in ways it has not known since the Victorian era. But I
digress. Back to the image … That’s me on the bed, with Oliver. We’re
wrestling, sort of. If I remember correctly, Karen had shot dozens of
pictures that afternoon at my place. She brought wine, and a light
lunch. We chatted about various ways she thought she would like to see
me with visions of distortion in her head, but here, in this shot (the one
we went with for this column), we were being impromptu. I’m facing
the camera; at least my body is positioned that way, even if my eyes
are fixed on Oliver, who is facing away from the camera. Karen’s astute
angle allows for an imbalance in the room. It is as though the bed, me
and the dog on it, along with all of the other stuff (artwork, bedding,
books) might slip down, slide further still, until we breach the frame
of the photograph. I’m trying hard not to mention Matisse here. Out of
false modesty I will not, overtly, compare this portrait to the supposed
masterpiece, The Dessert: Harmony in Red, 1908.22 However, I am
reminded of my art history 101 professor explaining the importance of
the fauvist painting and its all over flatness where the foreground and
background coalesce through repeating patterns to fly in the face of
pictorial perspective, the contents on the table mimicked in the floral
motifs of the wallpaper. Through the window of his scene, Matisse
painted trees in full bloom and a lush green meadow. The singular
figure in this tableau is a maid arranging fruit on the table. So there is,
coincidentally, some resonance between both works, believe it or not.23
I think of this as, if I might project an unwarranted importance
onto this photograph, a transitional image. It is not of “No Cause
for Concern;” nor is it yet what Karen will be doing in her forthcoming body of work, where she hopes to filter the images
she takes through a lens conscientious of health concerns.
On his good friend, Dora Maar’s24 photography, Lord recalls, “One of
the difficulties in characterizing an artist as a producer of photographic
portraits is the absence from the finished image of any evidence of
the maker’s creative option. The camera is indifferent, unsurprised,
unresponsive. The eye behind the lens cannot convey a subjective,
ontological view of the model as an objective, mutable human being. In
the photograph the model is static, isolated from the world, past, present, and future, sealed outside of time like a prehistoric wasp in a blob
of amber. A photograph, consequently, cannot tell the truth about the
model, because the portraitist cannot infuse the image with his, or her,
own truth.”25 I’m struggling to position my own ontological subjectivity
here; though I fear I have fallen into a quagmire of historical references
that normally just fill up my brain. In any case, I know the opposite to
be true of Karen—she was working with a digital camera (though she
prefers film), and so she knew right away what she was producing, and
the various affects, or outcomes, captured during our session since she
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was checking through the screen. I also know her, like Frank O’Hara
may have inferred, to be confident; surely Karen is confident behind
her camera, which is in startling opposition to her public persona.
takE FiVE
With regard to Picasso, Lord has written, “A portrait can make
a man question his reality.”26 What I remember looking like—the
way I think I take a photo—ends up being in stark contrast to
what Karen presents: the features I have come to know so well,
or so I thought, over 32 years, are obscured and distorted but remain something I recognize. She has accomplished her goal.
A writer, curator, and artist, J.J. Kegan McFadden is a proponent
of the artist-run world. Notes with a Broken Camera is Kegan’s first
serial column, and he dedicates it to his friend Jeanne Randolph.

Notes:
1. Since then not only has Karen garnered another solo show,
but she also made her international debut as part of Pingyao International Photography Festival, Beijing in 2011
(among other presentations in Canada and in the US).
2. No Cause for Concern was initially exhibited at PLATFORM
Centre for Photographic + Digital Arts in Winnipeg (15 January – 27 February 2010) and then later at Truck Contemporary Art in Calgary (10 February – 08 March 2012).
3. The day of our first shoot, which took place on River Avenue
in Osborne Village, it was – 23 degrees with the windchill.
4. James Lord (1922–2009)
5. James Lord. Plausible Portraits of James Lord, with Commentary
by the Model. Farrar, Straus and Giroux (New York: 2003). xii
6. Lord. xiii
7. It was later revealed to me that my proclivity was not necessarily for ‘art house’ or even very experimental cinema, but instead
for alternative or less mainstream movies: The Doors, Singles,
1992, Reality Bites, 1994, Total Eclipse, 1995, Basquiat, 1996,
It’s My Party, 1996 … pretty much any movie that portrays artists, real or made up, in some kind of melodramatic light.
8. Directed by Oliver Stone, The Doors starred what I always
thought was a very convincing Val Kilmer as Jim Morrison …
though the late singer’s friends and family apparently disagreed.
9. Rogers would later appear as an artist’s model in another favourite
movie of mine, The Door in the Floor, 2004, which is an adaptation of
the John Irving novel, A Widow for One Year, 1998, that tells a remarkable tale of twin teenage boys who die in a car accident and their parents (played by Jeff Bridges and Kim Basinger) slowly grow estranged
from one another, leaving a young daughter the subject of concern. The
father, an artist and writer, hires a 15-year-old boy (the perfectly awkward Jon Foster) who attends that same school his sons had years prior, to work as his assistant, knowing full well the physical resemblance
to their deceased sons would draw his wife’s attention to this boy.
10. Lord. 55
11. Lord. 56
12. The Collected Poems of Frank O’Hara. Donald Allen, editor. (University of California Press: Berkeley, 1995). “Larry” 169-170
13. “In Memory of My Feelings: Frank O’Hara and American
Art,” Curated by Russell Ferguson for the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (11 July – 14 November 1999) featured
portraits by Larry Rivers, Philip Guston, Fairfield Porter, Fred
McDarrah, Alice Neel, Elaine de Kooning, Alex Katz, and Jasper Johns, among many other works by many other artists.
14. Lord. xx
15. Written and directed by James Rasin, Beautiful Darling: The Life
and Times of Candy Darling, Andy Warhol Superstar, 2010, is a concise
look at the life of the Factory starlet from rags to less shitty rags.
16. “Photographs of Candy Darling, 1946-1974” featured work by:
Peter Beard, Cecil Beaton, Richard Bernstein, Roy Blakey, Cosmos,
Kenn Duncan, Bob Gruen, Philippe Halsman, Peter Hujar, Gerard
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Malanga, Robert Mapplethorpe, Billy Maynard, Fred McDarrah,
Jack Mitchell, Laura Rubin, Francesco Scavullo, Jon Stevens, Irene
Vilhar, with video by Dustin Pittman, and Andy Warhol; co-curated
by Jeremiah Newton and Robert Samuel Hardison for A. Robert
Samuel Gallery Ltd., (New York City, 12 May – 26 June 1981).
17. Of the artists who have attempted my portrait, there is: Leonard
Marcoe (1924–2011), James Culleton, Larry Glawson, Doug Melnyk, Jon Schledewitz, Craig Satterthwaite, Paul Robles, the collective
Turner Prize*, Divya Mehra, Collin Zipp, and now Karen Asher.
18. Lord. 138
19. Beginning in the top left, there is a Polaroid by Collin Zipp that he
made with expired film as part of a series where he elucidated on the
notion of distortion and brokenness (the outcome is a monochromatic
yellow wash, framed within the iconic white plastic border); below
that is a screen print edition with hand tinting by Leslie Supnet made
for Plug In ICA as a fundraiser titled Winnipeg Special and features a
young boy asleep on a discarded mattress as a ghost watches over;
beside them is the watercolour Soma XXI from the series Split, by
Maia Stark, which I purchased at a studio visit with the artist while
she was in grad school at the University of Saskatchewan (something
I have never done before, or since … not that it’s been that long. I
was taken by her image of, what I interpret as an amorphous cloud
with arms, which descend as though to draw you into its tumult. The
artist graciously sold it to me). The large drawing which can barely
be made out is from 1972 and is a pencil sketch of an African Violet
by Bev Pike that I purchased through Mentoring Artists for Women’s
Art; below that is a drawing of palm tree that Doug Melnyk made and
sent me as a postcard following a trip he and I took to Vancouver for
an exhibition of which I was the curator, that featured Doug’s foray
into printmaking alongside work by tamara-rae biebrich and Paul
Robles; the project was called PaperCut and was exhibited in 2008 at
Malaspina Printmakers. Doug’s postcard features a drawing of a palm
tree and through its trunk the artist scrawled, “I saw a palm tree last
week.” Orange vertical lines from the postal meter accent the black
ink on white ground, as though it is electric grass. Below that is a
coloured pencil drawing of a coyote by Nicole Shimonek that I absolutely adore, of which the artist has told me is a metaphor for fragility
and perseverance. Finally, in the bottom right, there is a recent pastel
on found paper by the painter Derek Dunlop—its centred white circle
is reminiscent of an exposure flare produced against photo paper in a
darkroom, so much so that if you look at it long enough, the foreground
and background swap and it’s hard to tell positive from negative. These
are just the half dozen artworks on that wall visible in this picture.
20. Oliver is a boxer and was born in August of 2011. As a puppy he
would whine at night and quite often, during this training stage, I
would fall sleep on the floor next to his kennel in another part of our
house, separate from our bedroom. Once he was housebroken, and
too large for the kennel, we let him sleep upstairs on the floor of in
our room. It was only recently that he’s been allowed on our bed.
21. Born in Winnipeg, Lionel LeMoine FitzGerald
(1890 – 1956) was the only western Canadian painter to become a member of the Group of Seven.
22. Commonly referred to as The Red Room, this 1908
painting by Henri Matisse (1868 - 1954) is recognized for its apparent lack of a central focal point.
23. One could take this coincidence further still, when we think
the painting, a commission by the Russian Sergei Shchukin, was
intended to be predominantly blue but the artist, not feeling the
colour, went with red instead—just as Karen, believing she would
do one thing wound up producing (somewhat of) another.
24. Dora Maar (1907-1997) was introduced to Lord by her lover,
Picasso. Lord and Maar’s friendship survived long after the famed
artist stopped talking to both his mistress and his friend.
25. Lord. 64
26. Lord. xvii

Following page: Karen Asher, Red Bed, 2013, C-Print, 24 x 36 inches. Courtesy the artist.
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IN FOCUS

Tyler Hagan
In the Similkameen
by Magdalyn Asimakis
“ ‘In the Similkameen’ inhabits this space long enough to place it, to learn its history, to meet its present. It scratches the
surface of the conflicted and controversial position of the church on First Nations reserves in Canada.”

Tyler Hagen, Emerge, 2013, Fujiflex Print, 51 x 61 cm. All images courtesy the artist.

Tyler Hagan’s project “In the Similkameen” uses photography and film to explore the church that sits on a hill in
the Upper Similkameen Reserve in British Columbia, and
the environment that surrounds it. The church symbolizes an intersection of complex relationships. Though it
is still used and presently maintained by local Carrie Allison, it was founded during particularly turbulent period
of Canadian history, that being the forced assimilation associated with residential schools. The churches that remain on reserves in Canada, whether used or abandoned,
house and become part of the narratives of the communities. Since obtaining his Métis status, Hagan has been
interested in exploring the tension between his Christian
upbringing and the role of the church in indigenous communities.
Though the starting point of this project is the church,
one of the most compelling aspects was Hagan’s interest
in capturing as much as he could about the environment
that the church is situated in. There is a focus on the natural landscape as much as the man-made characteristics;
he is observing and connecting with all that he can without imposing a narrative. The selection of photographs on
view are concise and range from close portraits of locals,
to street signs, to elevated views of the community from
surrounding hills. The artist remains in this community
long enough to penetrate beneath the surface of a place;
to uncover oral histories and become familiar with the
nuances and details of the environment.
The contribution of the second film projected in a side
gallery was unexpectedly significant. In this film, Hagan,
who is a filmmaker, fixates on elements of the environment for a period of time without dialogue, as if to orient
himself within the landscape. The wind on the grass and
close-ups of the horses in the fields are two elements, for
example. Hagan takes his time with each frame. The artist is completely at ease with what he is filming, there is
no urgency to create a story. Neither a halfway point between photograph and documentary nor a narrative, this
film provides the visitor, in a downtown Toronto gallery,
the opportunity to experience the nuances of the landscape in a film that renders a multisensory experience,
and in turn understanding his photography and documentary from a different angle.
The documentary that accompanied this body of work,
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“In the Similkameen,” was available to view in the gallery
space on computers. It goes without saying that this was
an important element of the project which encouraged
visitors to stay in the space for a period of time and engage with the project, look, listen, then look again.
The impact of Hagan exploring the community and
landscape surrounding the church poses important questions that uncover the authenticity of his account. It forces the artist and, in turn, visitors to ask questions about
the relationship between the church, the people, and the
landscape. Is this church imposing? Out of place? A historical relic? Or simply a place of worship? What is the
place of the church on this land? In the end, one might
realize that this church is just as multiform as the people and land that surround it. It is a part of the history of
its place; it is a visible structure that holds and symbolizes the stories and tensions of its environment over the
years, a place where these elements intersect.
An ambitious undertaking indeed, to translate Hagan’s
intricate approach into a small, white cube gallery space.
However the presentation of Hagan’s exploration was
successful. The photographs are telling, the artist does
not impose a bias, and partially because of this, they inspire contemplation. The curatorial presentation seemed
to play into this approach. The works were hung carefully: the landscapes in straight lines and detail images
grouped together. The quotes on the wall were selective,
and presented propositions or ideas that provided insight
into the project, for example a quote from John Terbasket, Lower Similkameen Elder, “it’s interesting to me to
see the picture, the whole picture. I want to see different
pictures of things. Where we’ve been, where we’re going.”
In Hagan’s artist statement he says that this project takes
one off the highway that passes by the church on Similkameen Reserve, and forces them to take a closer look at a
place that holds the intersection of many stories, much
like Gallery 44 did for this project.
“Tyler Hagan: In the Similkameen,” was exhibited at Gallery 44, Toronto, from October 18 to November 23, 2013.
Magdalyn Asimakis lives in Toronto, Ontario and works
as a research assistant in the curatorial department at the
Art Gallery of Ontario.
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Top: The Surface Of The Earth, 2013, Fujiflex Print, 51 x 61 cm.
Bottom: Infrastructure, 2013, Fujiflex Print, 51 x 61 cm.
Opposing page: The Church At Chuchuwayha, 2013, Fujiflex Print, 20 x 25 cm.
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Therese-Ann, 2013, Fujiflex Print, 20 x 25 cm.
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Geneviève Thauvette, La jeune veuve, 2012, digital C-print, oil paints, 40 x 50 inches. All images courtesy the artist.

Geneviève
Thauvette
By Sarah Beck

I met Geneviève Thauvette in Beirut in 2009. We were there to
compete as Canada’s artist representatives in a competition (that
mainly involved sports) against other French speaking countries.
Context is everything. The fingers of colonial reach stretched
clear across the countries represented. The paternal treatment
of the participants, by our own government and our host country, worked to shield so much from view. As Canadians we were
asked to keep our wealth or possible Judaism understated, while
the host country worked to divert our eyes from massive camps of
refugees and damage caused in a recent skirmish with Israel. What
we endeavor to hide often reveals what should not be ignored.
Thauvette was there to present a photo series she had created
specifically for the event, “Les Quintuplées Dionne,” 2009. The
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Previous page: Ombres, 2009, digital c-print, oil paints, 20 x 30 inches. Above: Orpheline, 2012, digital c-print, oil paints, 40 x 50 inches. Below: Olympia, 2010, Duratran, lightbox, 22 x 28 inches.

series examines the lives of the young women known in the English
speaking world as the Dionne Quints. The quints in question were
born in 1934 to impoverished French parents. The Ontario government, acting seemingly in the interest of the children, assumed
legal custody of all five. A marvel at the time, the government put
the young girls on display for the eyes of the curious, creating a
tourist attraction and generating profits from the popularity.
I decided it was no accident that Thauvette’s subject matter was so cleverly chosen for the context. What was evident
at first glance was that she herself had assumed the role of the
quintuplets. After ancillary inspection I became aware she had
also posed as all other characters appearing in the tableaux. The
five works in the series are black & white photos, which have
been hand painted. While the painting introduces a retro feel,
establishing time and place for the narrative, the painting also
serves to further the staging and manufacture of the image.
Staging and the heavy hand of the artist is unapologetically
everywhere in Thauvette’s work. This would be evidenced at our
next encounter in Vancouver where we were both in residence as
guests of the winter Olympic Games. Like the Dionne Quints, but
to a lesser degree, we were to work under glass for the pleasure of
tourists eager to witness artists in their studio environments. While
I could be tamed and contained, presented for consumption in the
creation of a new work, the nudity involved in what Thauvette had
planned produced a private performance for me as her roommate.
Thauvette had chosen to rework Édouard Manet’s
Olympia, 1863, itself a reworking of Titian’s The Venus of
Urbino, 1538. This choice in this context was again more clever
than the name alone. As the city prepared to host the Olympics,
they also worked to hide the unsightly—prostitutes and drug
addicts who previously roamed the tourist district of Vancouver
unencumbered were shuffled further east to make way for visitors. The downtown eastside has birthed plenty of tragedy, but
none capitalized so successfully on an unwillingness to look as
the one spawned by the prolific serial killer Robert Pickton.
Using Manet’s Olympia as a basis to address the Pickton tragedy
was a deft choice. The painting, so famous for the unapologetic, unflinching and unacceptable eye contact of its prostitute model, raised
hackles in its day—so much that policemen were hired to protect
the canvas from harm. This irony stands out to me when I think of
Pickton’s victims, so ill-served by those tasked to protect them.
Thauvette’s upcycling of the painting struck me for its proximity
to my work in sculpture, a three dimensional medium. I watched her
source, research, cast then build a complete tableau, much like an
installation or even a performance. Using her own body to again portray the character, she pre-photographed herself, then created a lifesized replica to take her place with the actors and props. Now free to
photograph and direct she spent hours composing, adding and subtracting until the narrative worked. The resulting image fearlessly
borrows from art history to make unwavering eye contact with viewers complicit in overlooking denizens of the downtown eastside. The
image’s materiality, presented as a Duratran in a light box, echoes
the advertising that comprises the urban landscape—more images
we have trained our eyes to ignore in the already noisy streets.
The cacophony of images that fill our lives are no longer new,
nor is the resulting lack of attention and time dedicated to their
contemplation. I would come to live with Thauvette, which also
meant living with her work. Staring into her worlds wrapped in
frames I found things I hadn’t noticed at first glance. I would ask
where things were shot and marvel at the mix of Photoshop and
props. Aware of the great big effort and attention Thauvette brings
to each image, the discovery of stands and what could be viewed
as errors seemed pointed—like clues for the careful viewer. These
moments seemed to me a message. They told me to question the
veracity of the story she was telling. Ombres, 2009, part of the
Dionne series, seems to speak about photography itself. The playful
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shadows, created by paper dolls are in fact more real than what
has produced them. Trapped in Plato’s cave, as Susan Sontag so
eloquently stated thirty-eight years ago, we continue to use photos
as evidence to collect, to display and worst of all to understand
experience, despite their lurid life-long affair with the unreal.
The series “Les Filles du Roi,” shifted her practice even further
from “the real” allowing figures to float in spaces that prevent the
viewer from grounding them in a world. The women explored in
Thauvette’s newest series were those who were rounded up and
shipped to Canada to bear offspring that would fill our country.
Their commodified bodies were the vessels that produced a large
percentage of the existing Francophone population of Canada today.
“Les Filles du Roi” performs the constructed-ness of the Canadian colonial condition, enacting the history of populating the “New World.”
I was there at the genesis of “Les Filles du Roi.” I watched
Thauvette delve deep into research, and listened as she shared her
new knowledge of heraldry—the overarching symbolic language.
Family and royal history play large in this work, hence the use of
heraldry as signifier. I listened as she debated using models this
time, instead using her own body once more in service of her practice. It’s just that much easier for her to embody the characters she
needs—to perform them. This playfulness is inherent in Thauvette’s
contemplation of feminism and history, unlike the 90s where Postmodernism often resulted in abjection or disorientation toward the
body. She is part of a newer generation of feminist artists willing to
embrace without opposition identity as performed and enacted.
Women, characterized by Thauvette, appear in multiples,
fruitfully and dutifully passing through the stages of their lives.
They frolic suggestively among signifiers of contemporary
French-Canadian culture—signifiers that can leave English Canadians feeling like outsiders. Context was critical for insight,
and I had to ask why cans of Pepsi danced with widows. Pepsi, I
learned, is a regional and derogatory description of the FrenchCanadians. The Urban Dictionary claims that this is because
Pepsi is a cheap imitation, a substitute for the real. Pepsi, a token embodied in La jeune veuve, 2012, stands in for the signified much like Thauvette stands in for the women in question.
By exposing the assembly of one’s own back story, the reorganized, the blended, Thauvette reminds us of the condition of history
itself. Her willingness to engage with historical subjects and drop
in a mixed bag of contemporary reference is both modern and
vintage all at once—much like the medium in which she works.
Photography, long fighting for a legitimate place in art, has seen
technology trouble the waters. A quick survey of photography’s
history reveals a legacy of trickery and construction of worlds
that did not exist, yet the limitless options made available by the
digital remain largely misconstrued as recent and potentially
dangerous. This is what I love about Thauvette’s work—her ability to straddle the plastic and the ephemeral state of the medium,
then twist it together and leave the viewer unsure of what is
indeed material. She will spend twenty minutes explaining to me
the process she used to conjure a wall that didn’t exist in an image in which she has not hidden from view the seams of a paper
doll. Thauvette is the magician, she is the magician’s assistant, and
thankfully she is also the one exposing the trickery to the audience.
Sarah Beck is a Saskatchewan artist currently based in
Toronto. Over the past decade her art has gained recognition both nationally and internationally. Beck’s first novel Currency is a humorous story about money, art, fakes
and sea pirates. To learn more visit sarahbeck.com.
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Jacynthe Carrier, Paysage, from the series “Les Eux,” 2013, ink-jet print, 106 x 106 cm. All images courtesy the artist.
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Poetic Spaces

An interview with Jacynthe Carrier
by Katy Le Van

Katy Levan: For the benefit of the readers who do not know your
work, would you explain your artistic development, your initial
concerns and what they are today.
Jacynthe Carrier: I’ve always been interested in what I call “scarlandscapes,” places that are “in between,” where no one goes or lives.
I try to create new situations in these spaces. At first, my work was
much more about photographic spaces, fixed and painterly, in the tradition of citation and staged photography. Then the work began to
turn: pauses have become moving gestures and video work became
more important. Today, I’m still questioning the habitation of those
places but it goes beyond the body-landscape relationship—the work
also questions these bodies and places in relation to each other, from
a spatial, gestural, anthropological and social point of view. I stage
groups and I observe the protagonists relate to each other in the
spaces where I put them into play.

In your first project, Scènes de genre and À l’errance, 2009, it
seems, at first glance, that we are attending a scene of great importance, like a stage; yet, there is no action because the characters are striking a pose. They do not really blend in—because
you dressed them up a certain way and provided them with
accessories like a big piece of rope, furniture, mattresses with
flowered covers, fruits, even the mask of a squirrel—but we also
feel like they are part of the decor. There seems to be a narrative,
although there isn’t, because the actions of your characters are
half completed. What we see is a certain ambiguity that becomes
simultaneously polysemous. Am I right?
Yes. The work revolves around strangeness and has an allegorical
quality. I wanted to question how a single image could tell a story,
so I followed the idea of allegorical paintings: taking something from
the everyday and staging it. I wanted to see how I could make a contemporary reinterpretation of the allegorical paintings of the past and
create epics with simple objects (colors, clothing and accessories),
thus recreating distinct and unique universes in which the viewer is
invited to interpret the story suggested in that moment.
Those objects, do you accumulate them daily or do you look for
them for a precise project?
It’s always precise. Each project begins with a theme, a space that I
try to recreate and discover. Then I go on a hunt. There’s a long period
of time where I walk and try to collect precise objects or pieces of
clothing. Right before this collection period, I do a sketch of the scene.
Everything is designed and very controlled in advance.

in Rites, 2011, the aesthetic dimension is predominant. You
stage opposite concepts: smoke coming out of the chimney ver-

sus flour poured on one of the characters, an older man and
young girl working with balls of paper, at some point you show a
strong contrast between natural light and lit lamps. How did you
conceptualize these images?
There is always a great deal of writing and research for each project. With this one in particular, I wanted to rethink the gesture of the
ritual in a space of disorientation, and question what our rituals are
today, how they can be invented from objects or mundane elements
of everyday life, and how they can be rediscovered in another poetic
space. My work is also very intuitive. It shows a great curiosity for
opposites in the spaces I choose to bring the viewer in two directions,
ultimately. When I think of my work, I think of “tableaux vivants” (living pictures), created from fabrics, textures, colors, landscape, light…
And the photographic or video camera serves a contemplative function in front of the painting I created. With the video, I started to go
very close, closer even then what we have access to in our own perception of reality, and magnify everything. In Rites, it’s as though there
is a moment of slowness or contemplation in the rehearsal space of
the protagonists.

Talking about magnifying, in Les Eux, 2013, I found the point of
view of the camera almost voyeuristic because we are very close
to the characters, which are themselves “tightly woven.” Yet there
is nothing taboo about their actions: one character plays in the
hair of another, a woman drinks water from a jug, we see a hand
rolling up the sleeve of a sweater. What did you want to generate
in the viewer?
This is my latest project, probably the most minimal one I’ve done.
It focused on the boundary between privacy and malaise, two spaces
of contradiction, and presented a metaphorical space of relations between the protagonists I directed. It is also interesting to know how I
proceed to create these images or events. I see them as performances:
a scene is created along with a series of actions (what I call an “action
score”). I invited thirteen persons to perform five actions on someone
else for roughly one hour and a half. Each person was placed very
closely to another and I documented what happened with the series
of actions. The idea for me was to work with a camera that would be
in the same position as the protagonists, so to be “too close.” I wanted
the viewer to have a non-dominant point of view. The work is also
of great sensuality, because the senses are completely drawn. In this
case, I really focused on touch and the experience of the body. I wanted the viewer to be part of the experience.

How did you choose your participants?
Initially, for projects like Scènes de genre and À l’errance, I chose
people around me and my immediate community. Over time, I wanted
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Left: #1, from the series “Procession,” 2010, ink-jet print, 78 x 78 cm. Above: #2, from the series “Les Eux,” 2013, ink-jet print, 55 x 55 cm.

to develop something that was more representative of diversity. Now, I send out calls, search for participants in
all kinds of places, through Facebook, email, newspaper
ads or posters and I find people interested in living the
experiences I propose. There are meetings, where I present my work because each project is quite specific. For
example, in the case of Parcours, 2012, the participants
had to run for an hour and a half in the sand, which is
not something everyone can do. I called upon a group of
runners, dancers, people who do performance, who are
used to being physical. For Les Eux, it’s obvious that not
everyone can spend an hour and a half around people
they don’t know at all. So I’m also interested in creating
temporary communities, a group that will last the duration of the performance. I put an organization in place, I
let it be, and I observe it. The diversity of the participants
is important.

When reading the credits of your video, for example the ones from Parcours, we see that you are supported by a team. During the filming or the picture
session, what is your role?
We’re not in a situation that, for example, we often see
for movies, where each scene is directed by the director
and scenes re-done until they’re perfect; I’m really not in
that space. I think instead, I flipped this method by using
repeated gestures and engaging the camera as a tool to
document what happens. I work with a cinematographer,
to whom I give a series of point of views, but to whom I
give a lot of freedom as well. While he’s shooting, I normally do the photography. There is also all the preparation beforehand and a lot of communication with the
people on the set. But over time, I realized that when the
performance takes place, I too become a spectator.
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I imagine that when you create a project, it is intuitive. How does
the technical aspect of your work articulate itself with your subjectivity?
For each project, I explore various communication tools. For me, photography and video are tools to tell. For each project, I play with how the
tool will work. Then, when comes time to choose the images, there is a
great deal of intuitive work. I work with a cinematographer but I do all
the editing, I choose all the scenes. For example, in Parcours, people ran
for an hour and a half, they arrived at a certain state of mind, and we shot
the video. And at the end of the race, I took the pictures. The idea behind was to see how the experience transforms, and how the performer
becomes a hero, or a character; the viewer feels that the character has
experienced something, because the experience is reflected in the image. In Les Eux, the camera was very close and that was the landscape. So
there was this relationship: a very close landscape, with a lack of body,
set view such that you would never have a full context. I’m always interested in finding a way to see how the tool I want to use will create the
narrative/fiction as we have access to the documentary. This confrontation between documentary and fiction is what interests me.

What role do you give to randomness in the conception of your
projects? Does your work take you by surprise during its development?
It is important to recognize that there is always an element of surprise. There is always something I did not foresee, something interesting
that becomes a little signature in my work. When we think about photography and the tradition of staging, there are often very specific, controlled steps and rarely room for randomness. What is surprising with
my work is that, on one hand, there are many controlled steps prior to
the performance: I determine when, where, and with whom the action
will take place. I put it all together like a collage and then I let go during
that hour and a half. When I let go, it is very clear to me and to everyone
that nobody can intervene or talk. It’s a very important aspect as it is
also very scary because at some point, I lose control over the object that
I created. But that’s what makes it great. I then become a viewer: I see
the object that I invented, I’m stepping away from it and by doing so, I
see it another way. For example, in Parcours, it was not supposed to rain.
But the rain became the heart of the project. In Rites, it was sunny an
hour before the shooting and then suddenly all the clouds arrived. Also,
there is always someone who does not follow the directions, or actively
opposes direction, to see what will happen with that. When I become a
spectator, I see things I might not have seen had I controlled every aspect
of the shooting.

Can you give me an example of someone who did not follow the
rules in one of your projects?
It’s trivial, because my situations are very simple. In Parcours, I asked
the participants to run clockwise and to follow a path. Every two laps,
they met in a predetermined space to regain their breath. There was a
person mandated to restart the race. At one point, a girl decided to stop
running and ran in the opposite direction. In Rites, I asked the people
who were in the lamps to never leave the carpet under them. At one
point, someone came out of that space to grab some fruits on a table and
to bring them back to the carpet. In short, a game is played and I snap
those surprise actions that contribute to the beauty of the work.

Can you tell me about Procession?
I did that project in 2010, when I was doing my master’s degree at
Concordia, in photography. It started as an interest in doing a photographic series. Before that, I had always created large paintings with a
single image. I wondered how it would work to stage a large tableau that
will be segmented, full of fragments. And following the idea of staged
photography, there was the idea of the quote. I wondered how it would
work to cite the pictorial work of somebody else. I’ve always been fascinated by the work of Jean- Paul Lemieux, particularly his winter work,
where the relationship of the body to the landscape is so minimal.
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Top: #3, from the series “Rites,” 2013, ink-jet print, 81 x 107 cm. Bottom: #5, from the series “Rites,” 2013, ink-jet print, 81 x 107 cm.
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Top: Le Naufrage, from the series “Scènes de Genres 1,” 2009, ink-jet print, 92 x 330 cm.
Bottom: Exercice Énergétique, from the series “Scènes de Genres 2.” 2009, ink-jet print, 86 x 178 cm.
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So I wanted to re-interpret his universe in
a contemporary space of photography and
meld the temporality of these two universes.
It was also the idea of finding a non-place, a
non-space that would be so minimal as to become two-dimensional, with only a horizon.
I found this space at île d’Orléans. I invited a
few people to redo an endless procession, in
the cold. It was the first project where I was
integrating not just adults in my community,
but children as well. And also the first time
where I lost some control of what was happening. In one of the picture, there’s a little
girl crying; that wasn’t staged. In another
photo, the eyes are very fixed in the camera
and you feel exhaustion. To me, it rang a bell,
a starting point for what would then follow,
to work with something that happens—perhaps some notion of effort and time, to see
how it transforms people and how a character can emerge from it. So Procession was
that, but it was also about arranging the pictures on the wall.

Souffle, from the series “Parcours,” 2012, ink-jet print, 97 x 99 cm.

What was the starting point for Commémore, 2010?
It focuses on the family. I photographed my
own family in an important space from my
youth. I was interested in the idea of working
with memory and exploring temporality in a
landscape which, for me, is pretty iconic of
an economy, a culture in Quebec—hydroelectric fields are very typical. A group is staged
looking at a landscape that is not bucolic, but
which speaks of our past and our present,
our needs, our productivity, our communications, our energies. It’s a little bit of criticism,
but also an acknowledgment. Along with
the photography, I made a video of a performance in the same fields, where I just picked
the hay with scissors as a kind of harvest.

We often say that artists are inspired by
what they see and what they feel around
them. What link might your explorations
have with what is happening in today’s society? What could it reflect of our society?
I see what I do as great spaces of freedom to
reinvent our way of living in the world. I am inspired by everyday life, small gestures as well
as objects and relationships that I transpose in
situations that are freedoms of being. I try to rethink our living spaces, our community space,
our way of being together, and making room for
poetic spaces. There are established codes and
I try to go against these codes, to see if I can rethink how we are in our spaces together.
Thank you, Jacynthe. I wish you good luck
on your future projects.

Katy Le Van is an arts writer and an artist
based in Ottawa. She is on the Board of Directors
of Le Centre d’artistes Voix Visuelle and has curated the sixth edition of the “International Digital Miniprint Exhibition.”
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Richard Garet, Before Me, 2012, Installation consisting of a turntable, microphone, pair of speakers, and a clear glass marble. Courtesy of the artist and Julian Navarro Projects, NY.
Photographed by Julian Navarro Projects, December 2012.

Soundings
Richard Garet
by Esther Bourdages

As Singapore-based art and technology specialist Yvonne Spielmann
states, “sound has been something of a neglected orphan in the larger considerations of 20th century arts.”1 The history of sound as an
artistic medium is still young, and for many years developed in the
shadow of its visual arts counterpart. It was in the mid-1980s that artist Dan Lander first used the term “sound art,”2 and in recent decades
the discipline has found its place and is now coming into its own.3 It
wasn’t until 2013 that Museum of Modern Art in New York opened its
doors to a major exhibition of sound art. “Soundings: A Contemporary
Score,” which took place between August 10 and November 3, 2013,
brought together 16 international contemporary artists that work
with sound across several disciplines.
According to sociologist of art, Pascal Gielen: “in the case of museums, we can hardly ignore (their) conservation function..., (which
often manifests in) an interesting tension between innovation and
conservation.”4 The tension that Gielen refers to is indeed felt in
“Soundings,” for it is by no means easy to install sound practice within
the museum space, such as MoMA, dominated as it is by the Western tradition of visual arts. This problematic is brought to the fore by
Barbara London,5 curator of the exhibition and the MoMA’s associ-
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ate curator of media and performance art. Having worked at the museum for the past 42 years, London has organized video and sound
exhibitions since the 1970s. In “Soundings,” her curatorial approach
highlights sound within its close relationship to technology, multidisciplinarity and the experience of the visitor, in view of a “better understanding of our environment.”6 The 16 contemporary soundworks
presented come out of varying fields and practices, such as field recording, history, musicology, ethnomusicology, anthropology, sociology and psychology, to name a few.
Each of the works is isolated within its own context, both conceptually and scenographically speaking: their presence substantiates their
technical possibility of being. Barbara London underlines this emphasis on sound as medium, and recognizes that introducing the subject
of sound to the public comes at the cost of losing some of a conceptual
framework that might encompass the works. She explains that “in the
future sound will inevitably be more integrated. An institution has to
start somewhere.”8
Of the works in Soundings, Florian Hecker and Richard Garet demonstrate that sound art does not necessarily require advanced technological means. The German artist Florian Hecker’s three-channel
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electroacoustic piece Affordance, 2013, was installed in the MoMA’s
Bauhaus staircase and projected from wall-mounted speakers positioned on three different horizontal levels. It is the only work in the
exhibition to play with site-specificity; situated in a busy walkthrough
area, the sound spatialization is in harmony with the space, as the
piece asks to be listened to by using the stairs to get closer to the individual speakers. The work’s presence is very subtle, both in terms
of the small size of the speakers, which don’t draw attention themselves as objects, and the modest playback volume of the sound, and
through the piece’s integration into the permanent collection and the
architecture.
While much of contemporary sound practice tends towards a dematerialization of the artwork, Richard Garet, a New York artist of
several years originally from Uruguay and the sole representative of
South America in the exhibition, presents a sonic assemblage with a
strong sculptural dimension. Before Me, 2012, is largely made up of
found objects from the street: a turntable, a pair of speakers, and a
clear glass marble. His alteration of the identity of household objects
and use of the aesthetics by way of recycling and DIY bring to mind
the approach the European Nouveaux réalistes of the 1960s. When I
met with Richard Garet at Julian Navarro’s—his art dealer—he told
me that at first, the piece appeared to be no more than a pile of audio equipment left in a corner of the museum space. Consequently, he
asked the museum to construct a custom platform for the work, giving
it a more imposing presence and asserting its status as sculpture.
Richard Garet works with sonic material in many different ways.
I set up this interview in hopes of finding out more about the role
sound plays in his practice, both materially and conceptually.

Esther Bourdages: According to the historian of media arts
and experimental music, Douglas Kahn: “Comparing the artistic utilization of the mechanical recording of the objects of the
two major senses, that is sight and hearing (what John Cage calls
the public senses), we can note a remarkable historical lapse: approximately 100 years between the eyes and the ears ...”9 it took a
while for sound to gain independence from the image, becoming
an artistic form in its own right. Whether in performance, music
composition, photography, installation, moving images, or as a
signal to generate sound and/or images, sound is at the center of
your practice: it is the major component. Do you consider yourself a sound artist first?
Richard Garet: I think that I consider myself an artist, a contemporary artist, whose work utilizes sound at its core. Rather than distinguishing between whether sound or visuals are the most important
thing I would indicate that, for me, time is the most sensitive thing. My
pieces are time-based and even when they reach complete stillness
time is still very present. Also my pieces range from total immateriality to material form depending on the work, and that changes the
focus too. Especially if the work is also comprised of visual elements
that are orchestrated and articulated within the work. Also there are
at play elements of interdisciplinary approaches to media, and a wide
range of media sources are involved from analog to digital. However,
if someone calls me a sound artist this is accurate too, but I find the
term somewhat limiting and boxing ... I prefer to be seen as an interdisciplinary artist.
About the formalism and the materiality of your works: you
interlace the analogue and digital, your videos hide in a way
what is digital and what is analogue- those that you named
Perceptual—the series has a similar look to Mark Rothko paintings, it combines algorithmic and analogue systems and is usually presented as projections or on computer screens. The video
The Four Horsemen, 2013, combines old 16mm footages with
digital treatments. In your sonic constructions field recordings are always combined, whether mixed with other sources,
as noise, electromagnetic waves, modified tape, cracked media,
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sonification of light, computer processing ...with a view to build
a sonic field. The sound sculpture that you have presented in the
MoMA exhibition is the most object oriented piece in the show,
and focuses on old technology. Can you tell me how this piece was
chosen by the museum as representative of your practice?
I cannot speak for the curator in terms of the how or why. At the
time and during mid to late 2012, I was getting ready for my first solo
exhibition at Julian Navarro Projects, New York, and I developed a
body of work for the show focused on sound alone. This exhibition
was going to be just about sound and for this I left everything else out.
Barbara London and I met on December 2011, afterwards we kept in
touch, Barbara started to visit my studio consistently throughout the
year. By the time she visited my studio in October 2012, I had the opportunity of showing her what I had for the gallery, and over time she
selected Before Me, 2012, which was, in fact, planned to be the center
piece of my solo show. Instead we took it out of the exhibit and MoMA
had the opportunity to premier the piece.
Barbara London states within the show’s catalog “Garet’s Before
Me is a sonic construction with tangible form. The work consists of an
old LP record player with an upside down platter revolving at 33 ½
rpm. A clear glass marble placed at the upturned edge of the platter’s
smooth metallic surface advances slightly before rolling back to its
starting point. This action is repeated again and again, ad infinitum.
The scraping sound of glass against metal—the sound of the marble’s
sisyphean ordeal—is picked up by a microphone and amplified by
a speaker standing on the floor. Unlike the maddening stutter of a
scratched LP, the sight and sound of the marble’s endless to and fro
elicit sympathy and wishes for its speedy deliverance.”
In terms of the technology the work was orchestrated by a series of
direct events. I did not wake up one day and say I’m going to make a
piece like this or like that. This piece came together over the course
of various years. I’m very interested in people’s relationship to commodity, technology, function, and how collectively we not only absorb
it but also contribute to a polluted world of general noise, subsequently the politics of this feel very strong to me. Background noise
is very important for me as well; mass media noise and the effect of
technology modify our experiences in life. In the case of Before Me all
the devices came from the trash in my neighbourhood, everything
with the exception of the stand, the microphone, and the lamp. This
piece took shape over the years by exploring the functionality of the
equipment and experimenting with all possible outcomes. Eventually
it just clicked and it became self-contained and round. Much else had
to do with thinking and understanding what it had just happened and
that probably took another year or so. Then of course the work is a
metaphor of life. We go in cycles, everything is in motion, moving in
circles, things change but we pretty much stay in the same place. Life
is mundane and is absurd … that’s also why the myth of Sisyphus was
ideal to use as a point of reference in this work.

I wonder if you can expand upon the ideas about time and perception in your works. Your exhibition titles sometimes reference this: I am thinking about The Spacious Now and the Scale
of the Instantaneous, 2012, a solo exhibition at Studio10 in
Brooklyn, where you quote the philosopher Jacques Derrida.
From your work as an improviser, it is clear that the moment of
performance is important in your practice.
Time is very important and so is perception. Reality is perception,
we all know that. But I like to think that in my work what happens
is like sculpting in time. I think that time and scale go together, and
the instant of encounter with the work, or anything really, is like an
enveloping experience that give us the center, the axis. From there
everything expands in every direction: physically-experientially, psychologically, emotionally, intellectually, existentially, etc. And all these
complexities exist because there is time to expand into and from. Also
there are many times and not just one. One would think there is a
past, a present, a future. But truly it feels like there is only a constant
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Pouring Orange, from the series “Perceptual,” 2012, Video Still, Digital Video HD, 29:11, Silent / Vertical HD Monitor. Courtesy of the artist and Julian Navarro Projects, NY. Projects, NY.
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Rainbow Thief, from the series “Perceptual,” 2012, Video Still, Digital Video HD, 30:09, Silent / Vertical HD Monitor. Courtesy of the artist and Julian Navarro Projects, NY.

Florian Hecker, Affordance, 2013, “Soundings: A Contemporary Score.” installation view, August 10–November 3, 2013.
© 2013 The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Photo: Jonathan Muzikar.

present, we are in touch with the past through memory and we can
only grasp the future through imagination and expectation. Therefore, in my work the notion of how the visitor would encounter him/
her self-enveloped by the work in time is very present. The works often disorient the audience, not allowing one to become aware of the
narrative in such a way that you can tell what came first and what
comes after. I like to think that we’re just in the work, like floating
and suspended. Aside from what the work is or does, long durations
are a characteristic of what I do. I have come to make pieces that are
very long and can get you in there for long time; I think that’s now a
signature and characteristic in my work. If the work is generative then
it becomes infinite.
Based in Montreal, Esther Bourdages works in the visual arts field as
an independent writer and curator. She study sculpture in the expanded
field in relationship with sound and digital art. Performing under the
name Esther B., she plays turntable, (man) handles vinyl records, and
records soundscapes.
Translation: Simon Brown.
Thanks to Christopher Haworth and Gascia Ouzounian.

Notes:
1. Yvonne Spielmann, “Noise, Water, Meat: A History of Sound in the
Arts”, Leonardo Digital Review, February 2001. http://www.leonardo.
info/reviews/jan2001/bk_NOISE_spielmann.html
2. Alan Licht, Sound Art: Beyond Music, Between Categories, New York,
Rizzoli, 2007, p.11.
3. Theoretician Douglas Kahn prefers the term “sound in the arts”,
which would also include other disciplines that might interact with
sound. These practices have developed in recent decades in the context of artist-run centres, independent structures with an avant-garde
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and explorative approach, and sound art already asserts itself and is
widely showcased outside of the United States in official institutions
such as biennales and museums. Douglas Kahn, “The Arts of Sound
Art and Music”, special issue on sound art, ed. by Ben Basan, The Iowa
Review Web, Vol. 8, nº 1 Feb/March 2006.
http://iowareview.uiowa.edu/TIRW/TIRW_Archive/feb06/kahn2.
html
4. Pascal Gielen is professor of sociology based to Groningen, Netherlands. Pascal Gielen, “The Biennal: A Post-Institution for Immaterial
Labour”, Open, nº 16 2009, p.15
5. Andrew Russeth, “Now Hear This: For 42 Years, Barbara London
Has Been Making Noise at MoMA”, Gallerist, August 6, 2013. http://
galleristny.com/2013/08/now-hear-this-for-42-years-barbara-london-has-been-making-noise-at-moma/
6. Niels Van Tomme and Barbara London, “The Ability to Shape Our
Physical and Collective Experiences: An Interview with Barbara London about Soundings: A Contemporary Score”, vol. 4, nº 16 2013, p.31.
7. Barbara London sets forth the technological aspect: “Today, museums are fully adept at incorporating video and media installations,
and by extension, sound art, into their contemporary programming.”
Barbara London, Soundings: A Contemporary Score, Exhibition Catalog (New York, The Museum of Modern Art, August 10 - November 3,
2013), New York, The Museum of Modern Art, 2013, p. 9.
8. Idem, Artpulse.
9. Douglas Kahn, “Audio Art in the Deaf Century Sound By Artists”. In
Sound by Artist, ed. by Dan Lander and Micah Lexier, Toronto/Banff,
Art Metropole/Walter Phillips Art Gallery, 1990.
http://www.soundculture.org/texts/kahn_deaf_century.html
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Bouchra
Khalili

Bouchra Kahlili, Speeches—Chapter 1: Mother Tongue, 2012, digital film, 23:00. Courtesy the artist and Galerie Polaris, Paris.

by Omayra Issa

Omayra Issa: Your work uses storytelling as a powerful device for engagement. You present subjects as full
living portraits as the individuals state their stories of
displacement. How do you position yourself vis-à-vis
subject (re)presentation?
Bouchra Khalili: This is a very complex question. First,
as a Maghrebi, I grew up with orality and listening to epic
stories from storytellers on the street corner was very
common. Storytelling is a means for revelation.
In fact, I am interested in exploring the ways in which
singularities and specificities resonate with universality
through language. Paradoxically, the more an experience is
singular the more it is universal.
In the case of immigrants, we are talking about political minorities whose voices remain most often not heard.
From that perspective, Proletarian Nights, (Verso, 2012),
by Jacques Rancière was very inspiring for my practice. In
that book, Rancière explores the everyday life of workers
who were poets during the night, and for some of them,
members of political avant-garde groups in 19th century
Paris.
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Those workers were absolutely aware of
belonging to a political minority, and willing
to produce poetry that reflected their social
and political conditions. I would say that I’m
interested in the moment when a discourse
of resistance arises because it articulates a
collective voice from a minority perspective,
told with one’s words and language.

Based on this, how do you think about
audience and reception?
For me, the audience as an abstraction
does not factor at the beginning of my creative process. Nonetheless, one of the questions that inform my work is to ask about
how an art space can be one of dialogue with
oneself and with others. Such space is conducive both to meditation and articulation, like
an editing room, where an economy of words
and silences are significant and necessary.
My pieces are an invitation to the audience
for an experience of listening, which allows
a conversation, and ultimately an active participation in the reception of the piece.

In Speeches—Chapter 1: Mother Tongue,
2012, you bring words from writers as diverse as Aimé Cesaire, Mahmoud Darwish,
and Malcolm X. Yet they remain figures
united by a profound interest in freedom
as related to decolonization in their specific historicities. How does poetry inform
your exploration on possibilities of resistance?
The Speeches Series was conceived from the
beginning as a trilogy, investigating the specific questions of language, citizenship, and
labour. Speeches—Chapter 1: Mother Tongue
was developed as a “discourse on method,” to
introduce the two following chapters: Words
on Streets, 2013, and Living Labour, 2013. For
the first chapter, the texts were chosen by
the participants to the project among a large
selection of essays and poems, while the two
following chapters were based on texts authored by the participants. In the first piece,
all of the participants are native speakers of
an unwritten language such as Malinke from
Mali or Kabyle from Algeria. Each of them
also chose their own text from writers who
resonate with their own opinions, thoughts,
and sensibilities. So, I can’t say that issues
around decolonization were necessarily a
concern. It was more about exploring and
delivering methodologies or discourses of resistance that are displaced in time, in context,
and in language, but still relevant. To make
that possible we worked on a very defined
methodology based on translation, memorization, and recitation.
Neither of the participants in the project
was an actor. The approach we have developed was also based on the idea of avoiding
acting or performing, in favour of a Brechtian
distancing effect, which paradoxically allows
to approach orality as an expression of the
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critical function of subjectivity, as well as
an invitation made to the audience to exercise critical self-reflection. This is how the
poems and essays literally became the participants’ words. This was also possible because the project involved an Edouard Glissant type créolisation. More specifically, I also
approached the Speeches Series as a gesture
of civil poetry—of “poesia civile.” As seen by
Pasolini, civil poetry is the right taken by a
citizen to address the social body through
her own language and words. His The Ashes
of Gramsci, 1957, was an attempt to redefine this tradition, insisting on singularity
and subjectivity. The Speeches Series at large
is inspired by this tradition as redefined by
Pasolini both as a poetical and empowering
gesture.
I would like to further this discussion
around poetics and ask you about the ways in
which you interpose diverse languages all at
once around issues of anonymity and atomization as characteristics of the urban experience in large metropolises?
I have two mother tongues—French and
Moroccan Arabic—which is a sort of Creole,
happily mixing Arabic, Berber, and French.
Until today, it is not recognized as a “language,” because it is considered a “dialect,”
a vernacular language. As a native speaker
of Moroccan Arabic I do identify myself as
a “Creole,” as the language also reflects the
complexity of Moroccan identity: African,
Arab, Mediterranean, Berber. Then, I had to
learn classical Arabic at school, and later on,
other languages because I lived or worked in
different countries.
I can say that I am obsessed with various
manifestations of language, including dialects and accents because of the richness and
the complexity that language reveal when
dealing with specific realities. Meeting Pasolini’s oeuvre was also a revelation, particularly because of his definition of film language
as the written language of the language of
reality, which expresses the reality by reality.
The various languages and dialects that
one can hear in my videos are also those of
minorities, and the expression of their singularities and positions in social, political, and
territorial peripheries.
When working with language, one can’t
avoid issues related to urbanism, territory,
subjectivity and anonymity, because the power of language is also a power of description,
reflection and critic.
As an artist, working with language also allows me to rethink the relationship between
sound and image, to approach sound as an
image, and to consider the image as a surface of projection for the invisible image that
sound constitutes. That invisible space produced by the articulation of sound and image
is paradoxically the precise site from where a
reflection can be developed.
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The Mapping Journey Project, 2008-2011, video Installation, 8 single-channel video. “We have been there,” installation view, Marian Goodman Gallery, Paris, 2011.
Courtesy the artist and Marian Goodman Gallery.

Above: Speeches—Chapter 3: Living Labour, 2013, digital film, 25:00. “Bouchra Khalili: solo project” installation view, PAMM, Miami, 2013. Courtesy of the artist and Galerie Polaris.
Facing page: Speeches—Chapter 1: Mother Tongue, 2012, digital film, 23:00. Courtesy the artist and Galerie Polaris, Paris.
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Your work insists, among other things, on movement beyond geographical borders in a constant nomadic search for space. With The Mapping Journey
Project, are you offering a view into the strategic tactics that make migration(s) possible, the checks and
balances of uprootedness as a state of being?
My concern has to do with details, the way they can be
combined, what they hide, and what they reveal.
This attention to specific details was essential to develop The Mapping Journey Project (Video installation, eightsingle channels, 2008-2013). As an artist, I try to develop
an approach based on the articulation of metonymy and
metaphor. In The Mapping Journey Project, eight individuals with permanent markers at hand draw and map the
trajectory of their own illegal journey from the Maghreb
to Europe. The accounts are delivered in their own words
and language with details and precision.
It was important for me to help reveal the counter-geography made of those invisible maps drawn by individuals forced on clandestine journeys throughout Africa, the
Middle East, and Asia to reach Europe.
Tactics are essential for the survival of political minorities to ensure dignity as they translate acts of resistance.
It is those invisible maps and accounts that ultimately
embody certain geography of resistance, drawn against
the arbitrary nature of the power.
Melancholy and loss often transpire in your work,
without affect, as does mourning of the Origin, without sentimentality. Could you tell me more about this?

It’s inevitable that your place or country of origin continues to live and even grow inside you, even after you
have left it. It’s also evident that solitude as part of the
reality of most of the participants in my projects. However, I think one could also look at solitude as a place of
meditation and reflection. It’s about living a life of one’s
own—and most of the time a hard life—as a singular life
trajectory, symbolically and in actuality. With keeping and
developing at the same time a spirit of resistance.
Speeches—Chapter 3: Living Labour is particularly
political in examining questions around wages, workers’ organization in a market economy. This is done
against a backdrop of highway traffic. What links do
you draw between contemporary political economy
and subjectivity?
Speeches—Chapter 3: Living Labour was developed as
a synthesis of the whole trilogy, articulating issues of language and orality, reflection on identity as a political citizenship, through the lens of labour as experienced by immigrants. As in Speeches—Chapter 2: Words on Streets,
the texts are authored by the participants, and are the result of long conversations where my role consists in creating conditions that allow them to empower themselves
both through orality and writing.
As for Speeches—Chapter 1: Mother Tongue, and
Speeches—Chapter 2: Words on Streets, the sites where
those “civil poems” are delivered required to be contextualized. The two first chapters were shot in Europe,
respectively in Paris and its suburb, and in Genoa in
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Speeches—Chapter 2: Words on Streets, 2013, digital film, 18:00. “The Encyclopedic Palace, 55th Venice Biennale” installation view, 2013. Photo by Francesco Galli.
Courtesy of the artist and la Biennale di Venezia.

Italy. Speeches—Chapter 3: Living Labour,
was filmed in New York, a major metropolis
and financial capital, where the working class
is generally a relic of a bygone era. Therefore,
it was very important to map the city from
the perspective of its immigrant workingclass: each sequence is introduced by shots
documenting the neighborhood where each
participant lives or works: Queens, Long Island City, Harlem.
Those meditative but still documentarylike shots also describe the meaningless flux
of goods and people as existing in a post-capitalist society. This emptiness was also developed as a sort of echo chamber, allowing the
words to resonate with the outside, and even
to haunt it.
But those few shots of highways, for example, amongst other urban sites, are only a
part of the piece. They introduce a practice of
portraiture developed within the piece, and
the trilogy at large.
For example, when developing The Speeches
Series, I kept in mind an extraordinary short
film by Jean-Marie Straub and Danièle Huillet entitled Toute révolution est un coup de
dés (Every Revolution is a Throw of the Dice,
1977). The device is extremely minimalist:
nine people, at Père-Lachaise cemetery in
Paris, sitting on the grass, and reciting one after the other, verses of a poem by Mallarmé:
Jamais un coup de dés n’abolira le hasard.
The film pays homage to the Paris “Commune,” and the victims of the repression in
1870.
It was filmed near the wall were the last
communards were executed, and in the cemetery where they are buried. The site participates in this portraiture practice both in
terms of metonymy and metaphor.
But what I looked at attentively was precisely how Straub and Huillet articulated
the power of language, the act of speech, the
power of the human face, and how it interacts
with a specific environment.
It is ultimately a practice of articulation,
combining different layers, from the most descriptive to the most metaphorical.
Omayra Issa is a nomad who moves through
continents and languages.
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IMAGE
CONTEST
Grand Prize
$500
Submission deadline:
June 30, 2014
Photo-based and
video-based works
accepted

Contest rules
and entry at:

blackflash.ca/opticnerve

2013 Winner: Brenden George Ko, Outer Body Experience (Shaman), 2012, C-print, 76.2 x 96.5 cm.
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